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which brings us to the lewdpatcher who has been putting
together a list of games that they feel have been the most
censored, and theyve curated it so that itll only list the
most fucked up games, the most depraved porn games and
the ones that have the most depraved porn scenes. so, if
you want to go that way, you can follow the list, but be
warned that itll be weird as hell. also, theres a more direct
way to go about it that i mentioned earlier. you can head
on over to lewdpatcher and look for a game there that you
like, and theyll give you a link to download it. theres also a
download button right there in the lewdpatcher page, so
you dont need to go anywhere else. you can also check out
the list of games that lewdpatcher has posted on
lewdpatcher collections. finally, theres a bit of a problem
with the patcher right now, though. there are a bunch of
games that have been removed from the patcher as of
right now, and its not for lack of trying. weve spent an
insane amount of time trying to get all of those games
back, but for various reasons, weve just been unable to get
them all back. i apologize for that. so, if you really cant wait
for them to come back, you can always try using the
lewdpatcher collection browser. there are a bunch of
games there as well, and theyre all super raunchy. i have
no doubt that if you head over there, youll find plenty of
games that you love. its just that lewdpatcher isnt a huge
community, and theres not a ton of games there right now.
but, thats something that they are working on.
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so, as i said before, there arent many games on this planet
that have no sex scenes. you get to play them, but unless
there is some fucking window dressing, its nothing more

than a biological experiment. to avoid this, you need
wickedwhimsmod. for those of you who dont know what i'm
talking about, you're just gonna have to watch the video on
their site. we made sure that the patcher is more than ever.

many functions and data have been rewritten and
optimized so that the patching process is more stable and

smoother. the patcher now has a language selection
module. the first time the patcher is launched, you can

choose your language from france, italy, spain, germany,
portugal, brazil, france, united states, sweden, japan and
united kingdom. improved the patcher and its interface.
tweaks and improvements to existing and new features.

fixed / improved the patcher code so that it works as
expected and fixes some problems with threads in various
regions (including france) backed up database so that you
don't lose any data when the patcher is reset to defaults

(clear all downloads, all active patcher, reset v6 to defaults,
etc.) added new downloads, depending on your language:

xp (users), the sims 4: no censorship, big breast expansion.
added new patches, depending on your language:

expansion packs, the sims 4: no censorship, the sims 4:
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soothing sounds. download wp fil addon for chrome,
explorer, opera, mozilla firefox and safari. download wp zip

addon for chrome, explorer, opera, mozilla firefox and
safari. functionality: added capability to select from which

browser (firefox, ie, safari, chrome) you want to
automatically select the browser (browser is detecting
current browser of the user). added initial support for

android (firefox, chrome, opera and safari). you may add
support for others later: added new patches depending on
your language (you can find a link to a patch by going to
options > patches > add new patch). fixed to make the

customer information window works properly on windows
8/8.1/10. improved the patcher's code and resolved several
issues. updated the patcher's code to implement the new

anti-banning technologies that were introduced to the w.w.
macro patcher. it will be even harder for hackers and

companies to know what you are downloading in order to
find you and ban you. several updates on the following
regions: france. see below for full details. also added

support for new languages on the following regions: brazil,
spain, portugal, united kingdom, united states, sweden,

germany, italy and canada. added support for new
downloads: the sims 4: no censorship, big breast

expansion. fixed several issues that could cause the
patcher to crash on windows 8. 5ec8ef588b
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